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Abstract

The Blackfoot Reservoir volcanic field (BRVF), Idaho, USA, is a bimodal volcanic field that has hosted explosive silicic eruptions

during at least two episodes, as recently as 58 ka. Using newly collected terrestrial and marine gravity data, two large negative

anomalies (-16 mGal) are modeled as shallow (<1 km) laccoliths beneath a NE-trending alignment of BRVF rhyolite domes

and tuff rings. Given the trade-off between density contrast and model volume, best-fit gravity inversion models yield a total

intrusion volume of 50-120 km3; a density contrast of -600 kg m-3 results in model intrusion volume of 63 km3. A distinctive

network of 340°-360deg trending faults lies directly above and on the margins of the mapped gravity anomalies. Most of these

faults have 5-10 m throw; one has throw up to 50 m. We suggest that the emplacement of shallow laccoliths produced this

fault zone and also created a ENE-trending fault set, indicating widespread ground deformation during intrusion emplacement.

The intrusions and silicic domes are located 3-5 km E of a regional, 20 mGal step in gravity. We interpret this step in gravity

as a change in the thickness of the Upper Precambrian to lowermost Cambrian quartzites in the Meade thrust sheet, part of

the Idaho-Wyoming Thrust Belt. Silicic volcanism in the BRVF is a classic example of volcanotectonic interaction, influenced

by regional structure and creating widespread deformation. Exogeneous and endogenous domes are numerous in the region.

We suggest volcanic hazard assessments should account for potentially large-volume silicic eruptions in the future.
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Key Points:7

• Large-amplitude gravity anomalies are mapped in a combined terrestrial and ma-8

rine gravity survey in the Blackfoot Reservoir volcanic field, Idaho (BRVF), ad-9

jacent to young (1.5 Ma, 58 ka) topaz rhyolite domes and tuff rings within a Qua-10

ternary basaltic volcanic field.11

• Best-fit 3D inversion of the gravity data, constrained by density contrast estimates12

and excess mass calculations, indicates the presence of two intrusions of laccol-13

ithic shape in the uppermost crust, with cumulative volume of ∼ 63 km3 and vol-14

ume uncertainty in the range 50 − 120 km3.15

• Extensive volcanotectonic interaction during emplacement is identified by com-16

paring mapped gravity with fault distribution and throw. The western edges of17

the gravity anomalies coincide with normal faults with vertical displacements that18

range from 5 − 10 m (maximum 50 m).19

• The potential exists for future large-volume silicic eruptions in the BRVF and sim-20

ilar bimodal volcanic fields, such as those found in the western U.S.21

Corresponding author: M. S. Hastings, mshastings1@usf.edu
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Abstract22

The Blackfoot Reservoir volcanic field (BRVF), Idaho, USA, is a bimodal volcanic23

field that has hosted explosive silicic eruptions during at least two episodes, as recently24

as 58 ka. Using newly collected terrestrial and marine gravity data, two large negative25

anomalies (−16 mGal) are modeled as shallow (< 1 km) laccoliths beneath a NE-trending26

alignment of BRVF rhyolite domes and tuff rings. Given the trade-off between density27

contrast and model volume, best-fit gravity inversion models yield a total intrusion vol-28

ume of 50−120 km3; a density contrast of −600 kg m−3 results in model intrusion vol-29

ume of 63 km3. A distinctive network of 340◦−360◦ trending faults lies directly above30

and on the margins of the mapped gravity anomalies. Most of these faults have 5−10 m31

throw; one has throw up to ∼ 50 m. We suggest that the emplacement of shallow lac-32

coliths produced this fault zone and also created a ENE-trending fault set, indicating33

widespread ground deformation during intrusion emplacement. The intrusions and sili-34

cic domes are located 3 − 5 km E of a regional, 20 mGal step in gravity. We interpret35

this step in gravity as a change in the thickness of the Upper Precambrian to lowermost36

Cambrian quartzites in the Meade thrust sheet, part of the Idaho-Wyoming Thrust Belt.37

Silicic volcanism in the BRVF is a classic example of volcanotectonic interaction, influ-38

enced by regional structure and creating widespread deformation. Exogeneous and en-39

dogenous domes are numerous in the region. We suggest volcanic hazard assessments should40

account for potentially large-volume silicic eruptions in the future.41

Plain Language Summary42

On Earth, gravity anomalies occur where there are significant, subsurface, lateral43

density variations. We map two gravity anomalies located in the Blackfoot Reservoir vol-44

canic field, Idaho, a site which has experienced explosive volcanic eruptions as recently45

as 58,000 years ago. Our numerical models of the gravity anomalies indicate that they46

are caused by two saucer-shaped intrusions, magma bodies that likely fed eruptions at47

the surface and triggered fault displacement. Although these magma bodies have cooled,48

they have large volumes and suggest that large-volume explosive volcanic eruptions are49

possible in this volcanic field in the future.50

1 Introduction51

Bimodal volcanic fields comprise multiple vents that have erupted basalt and dacite52

to rhyolite with no intermediate compositions (Bacon, 1982; Suneson, 1983; Tanaka et53

al., 1986). Silicic eruptions in bimodal volcanic fields have potentially unexpected im-54

pacts as these eruptions are not associated with long-lived or frequently active volcanic55

systems. Yet, these eruptions tend to be more intense, voluminous and of longer dura-56

tion than basaltic counterparts (Sparks, 2003; Connor et al., 2009). Like silicic eruptions57

at composite volcanoes and calderas, formation of a new silicic vent in a distributed vol-58

canic field can produce tephra fallout, block and ash flows, surges and long-active domes59

(Pardo et al., 2009; Avellán et al., 2012; McCurry & Welhan, 2012; Gómez-Vasconcelos60

et al., 2020). The dynamics of magma intrusion and the eruption of new silicic vents are61

both influenced by tectonic setting and local structures. These events cause surface de-62

formation that extends hundreds to thousands of meters beyond the vent area (Mastin63

& Pollard, 1988; Jay et al., 2014; Castro et al., 2016). By studying the silicic intrusions64

that feed these eruptions, we can better understand precursors to new eruptions in bi-65

modal volcanic fields and better anticipate their potential impacts.66

The Blackfoot Reservoir volcanic field (BRVF), located in the northeast Basin and67

Range of the western USA (Figure 1), is a bimodal volcanic field (McCurry & Welhan,68

2012). We use new terrestrial and marine gravity data collected to constrain the volumes69

and geometries of two shallow intrusions associated with an alignment of five silicic domes70
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and explosion craters, erupted approximately 58 ka, in an area called the Central Dome71

Field (CDF) located within the BRVF (Figure 2a). The edges of the modeled intrusions72

are marked by a network of N to NNW-trending surface faults that are unique to the73

region in their variable along-strike displacement and en echelon, corrugated map pat-74

tern (Polun, 2011; McCurry & Welhan, 2012). These features suggest that these are young75

normal faults (Ferrill et al., 1999), similar to those produced by volcanotectonic inter-76

action mapped in other volcanic fields (Bacon et al., 1980; Bursik & Sieh, 1989; Maz-77

zarini et al., 2004; Tuffen & Dingwell, 2005; Gottsmann et al., 2009; Garibaldi et al., 2020).78

The intrusions are directly overlain by a second fault set. These ENE-trending surface79

faults have smaller displacements (Figures 2b and 3).80

We present 3D gravity models of shallow intrusions in the CDF. The models are81

calibrated with the density of nearby silicic domes and with an excess mass calculation.82

We estimate the volumes of the intrusions and the domes to constrain the intrusive to83

extrusive volume ratio. The locations and displacements of faults (Polun, 2011; McCurry84

& Welhan, 2012) are found to coincide with the modeled intrusions. (Figures 2a and b,85

Figure 3). Our results suggest that potential future silicic eruptions may have large vol-86

umes and could be accompanied by widespread surface deformation. Results also sug-87

gest that regional tectonic structures may influence magma ascent and accumulation in88

the shallow crust, as found in other volcanic systems (Bacon et al., 1980; Acocella & Fu-89

niciello, 1999; White et al., 2015; Deng et al., 2017).90

2 Overview of BRVF geology91

The BRVF lies in the transition between the Intermontane Seismic Belt and a seis-92

mically quiescent region that includes the Eastern Snake River Plain (ESRP) (Anders93

et al., 1989). This distributed volcanic field comprises Quaternary scoria cones, basalt94

flows, rhyolitic domes, and tuff rings (Figure 3). There are three rhyolitic domes at the95

southern end of the Blackfoot Reservoir, named China Hat1, China Cap2, and North Cone.96

These three domes and nearby tuff rings make up a NE-trending volcano vent alignment97

that defines the CDF (Figure 2b). The base of the China Hat and China Cap domes are98

primarily block and ash flows with surge deposits exposed in a quarry at the base of China99

Hat dome. The craters of two tuff rings, Burchett Lake and Gronewell Lake, are filled100

with water. These tuff rings have low outer slopes typical of surge deposits associated101

with phreatomagmatic eruptions (Figure 2b). The China Cap dome has been dated us-102

ing 40Ar/39Ar, yielding an age of 58 ka (Heumann, 2004).103

The basaltic lavas of the BRVF erupted from low scoria cones and fissures. Basalt104

lava flows reach a thickness of 290 m in the CDF, where they surround the silicic vents105

and cap the underlying geology as a continuous lava flow field. Basalt eruptions in the106

BRVF have poor age constraints. Some of the lavas from the BRVF flowed out to the107

southwest into Gem Valley (Figure 1). These have been dated radiometrically between108

100 and 25 ka (McCurry et al., 2011). Basalt vent alignments also occur in Gem Valley.109

Mapping of the surrounding bedrock geology reveals several generations of faults110

including NW-trending, SW-dipping thrust faults of the Idaho-Wyoming Thrust Belt111

(Figures 2 and 3) formed during the Jura-Cretaceous Sevier Orogeny (Armstrong & Oriel,112

1965; Dixon, 1982). NW-trending normal faults, perhaps representing two phases of late113

Tertiary extension, overprint these older faults. In addition to these older structures, there114

is a third set of distinctive normal faults (Polun, 2011) (Figures 2 and 3) that are only115

1 Alternative, or appropriate, names unfortunately do not exist. As such, we use the names present in

the literature
2 See footnote 1
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found within the BRVF. We evaluate the origin of these latter faults and their relation-116

ships to silicic volcanic vents in light of gravity anomalies and models, described below.117

3 Gravity data collection and processing118

Mabey & Oriel (1970) first identified negative gravity anomalies in the CDF, which119

they interpreted as shallow sedimentary basins. We provide evidence that these nega-120

tive gravity anomalies are instead caused by shallow intrusive rocks, given the spatial121

association of these anomalies with young silicic domes of the CDF and nearby faults.122

Prominent gravity anomalies are associated with silicic intrusions elsewhere (Bott & Smith-123

son, 1967; Finn & Williams, 1982; Blakely, 1994; Battaglia et al., 2003; George et al.,124

2016; Miller et al., 2017; Paulatto et al., 2019).125

New gravity data were collected broadly throughout the BRVF, with higher den-126

sity sampling in and around the CDF. These data were merged with the regional database127

(Keller et al., 2006), consisting almost entirely of data collected by the USGS, includ-128

ing survey data collected by Mabey & Oriel (1970). In addition to terrestrial data, we129

collected marine gravity data over the reservoir to better constrain the lateral extent of130

the large negative anomalies and steep gravity gradients (Figures 4 and 5a).131

A total of 460 new terrestrial gravity measurements were made with a Burris gravime-132

ter (B-38) with measurement precision of approximately 0.003 mGal. Station location133

was determined using a Trimble R10 and CenterPoint RTX service, which has a hori-134

zontal precision of 3−5 cm and a vertical precision of 7−10 cm (Glocker et al., 2012).135

After correcting for an instrument drift of ±0.025 mGal/day, the uncertainty on our grav-136

ity measurements is ±0.03 mGal.137

Terrestrial gravity data reduction included tidal, latitude, atmospheric mass, free-138

air, spherical cap Bouguer and terrain corrections (White et al., 2015). These corrections139

were applied to the new data and to the drift-corrected regional data from the USGS140

to achieve consistency among gravity data from different sources. The terrain correction141

was applied in two parts, an inner correction using a 10 m DEM with 20 km radius about142

each gravity station, and an outer correction using a 30 m DEM with 167 km radius about143

each station. The DEM data used for the terrain corrections were obtained from the USGS144

National Elevation Database (NED), and a density of 2670 kg m−3 was used for Bouguer145

and terrain corrections (Hinze, 2003). Gravity was remeasured at several USGS grav-146

ity station locations to use as tie-in points, similar to the procedure in Deng et al. (2017).147

The terrestrial gravity data reveal a large amplitude (∼ 21 mGal) negative anomaly148

in the CDF with a gravity gradient under the reservoir (Figure 4). We collected over 14,000149

data points with a Dynamic Gravity Systems (DGS) Marine Gravity Sensor (AT1M) on150

a pontoon boat to define the shape and gradient of the gravity anomaly in the reservoir.151

(Figure 5a). This gravimeter is gimbaled to compensate for the accelerations imposed152

by the motion of the boat. The same corrections made to the terrestrial data were ap-153

plied to the marine data, with additional corrections accounting for the motion of the154

gravimeter. The Eötvös correction was applied to account for the velocity of the boat155

as it adds or subtracts to the tangential velocity of the gravimeter relative to the rota-156

tional axis of Earth, and the acceleration of the platform the gravimeter rests on was ac-157

counted for in the inertial reference frame of the vessel (Telford et al., 1990). A correc-158

tion was made for the mass of water in the reservoir, although this is found to have triv-159

ial impact as the reservoir is < 10 m deep and changes depth very gradually (Wood et160

al., 2011). The velocity and acceleration of the vessel were obtained through the differ-161

entiation and double differentiation of the GPS position, respectively.162

The marine data were sampled at a rate of 1 Hz on a continuously moving platform,163

leading to a higher spatial density of measurements on the reservoir compared to the ter-164

restrial measurements. Including all of the marine data in our gravity model would cause165
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the region beneath the reservoir to be over-constrained leaving the more sparsely sam-166

pled terrestrial regions to be comparatively under-constrained and less significant in the167

gravity model. Consequently, the marine data were sampled every 100 meters along the168

survey track lines to mitigate over-constraining the region beneath the Blackfoot Reser-169

voir during the inversion.170

The combined terrestrial and marine data were further filtered to include only a171

780 km2 area (3126 measurements), centered on the two negative CDF gravity anoma-172

lies (Figure 5a and b). This filtering helps to identify longer wavelength, regional sig-173

nals that underlie the negative anomalies in the BRVF and to separate these shorter wave-174

length gravity anomalies from the regional gravity, as described in the next section. Both175

the entire data set and the grid of sub-sampled data used to model the anomalies are176

provided in the supplementary material.177

4 Isolation of the CDF gravity anomalies178

Gravity anomalies arise from a combination of broader regional effects of the base-179

ment structure and shorter wavelength anomalies produced by local mass variations in180

the shallower subsurface. Separating the local gravity anomalies from the regional grav-181

ity signal is paramount to interpreting and modeling the gravity data. The complete Bouguer182

gravity map of the CDF (Figure 5b) includes two distinct, negative gravity anomalies183

with magnitude of approximately −21 mGal. These short wavelength anomalies lie within184

a regional gravity anomaly, with high amplitude positive values (20 mGal) to the west185

and low amplitude negative (−5 mGal) values to the east (Figure 4). The regional vari-186

ation does not correlate with the topography, and the transition between the positive187

and negative values happens over a relatively short distance (∼ 8 km). This gradient188

is not linear, but shows a step in the regional gravity that is located 2 − 3 km west of189

the rhyolite domes in the CDF (Figure 5b).190

To isolate the regional gravity trend, data that are more negative than a −6 mGal191

threshold are removed (Figure 5c). The filtered data that were removed are the local grav-192

ity anomalies. The threshold value used to separate the regional anomaly from the lo-193

cal is subtracted from the local data and these data are contoured (Figure 5d). The fil-194

tered local gravity anomaly has an amplitude of approximately −15 mGal, with clear sep-195

aration from other sources of anomalous gravity. Adding the two maps (Figures 5c and196

d) gives the original gravity map (Figure 5b).197

The regional, long-wavelength gravity anomaly (Figure 5c) shows a large ampli-198

tude positive anomaly (20 mGal) over the range between Gem Valley and the BRVF. A199

cross-sectional profile from Dixon (1982) (his number 17) depicts the west-dipping Meade200

thrust fault cutting and displacing the contact between the Precambrian and Cambrian201

(1−3 km depth). This displacement shallows and thickens quartzites beneath the range202

on the western edge of the BRVF. We suggest that the observed regional gravity step203

correlates to the approximate eastern limit of the quartzites that are displaced in the Meade204

thrust fault.205

The local gravity anomalies have elliptical shapes, each striking NW−SE. The two206

negative anomalies are separated by a saddle of higher gravity values (Figure 5d). The207

domes and tuff rings lie within and near this saddle. The volcano vent alignment is nearly208

orthogonal in trend to the long-axes of the negative anomalies. The faults in the BRVF209

appear to wrap around the negative anomalies on the west side of China Hat dome and210

the western margin of Blackfoot Reservoir (Figure 5d).211
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5 Constraints on the gravity model212

The two negative CDF gravity anomalies (Figure 5d) represent a mass deficit. We
calculate the mass deficit, ∆M , using Green’s function (Parker, 1974):

∆M =
1

2πG

N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

∆g(x, y)∆x∆y

where ∆g(x, y) is the gravity anomaly, N and M are the number of grid points in the213

X (easting) and Y (northing) directions, respectively, and ∆x and ∆y is the grid spac-214

ing (500 m) in the X and Y directions. This integration of the detrended gravity data215

gives a mass deficit of −3.5×1013 kg. For a reasonable range of density contrasts, the216

mass deficit calculation shows that the causative body of these anomalies is of order tens217

of cubic kilometers of material.218

Hand samples of rhyolite from the China Cap dome yield unsaturated bulk rock219

densities of 1600 − 1800 kg m−3. The Nettleton and Parasnis approaches to modeling220

bulk density from gravity profile data (Nettleton, 1939; Parasnis, 1952; Agustsdottir et221

al., 2011; Saballos et al., 2013) yield a bulk dome density of about 1700 kg m−3 for China222

Cap dome, which is consistent with bulk silicic dome densities determined using the same223

methods elsewhere (Agustsdottir et al., 2011). We assume that the density contrast be-224

tween intrusive silicic rocks and the crust is not as large as the density contrast between225

the rhyolite dome and the crust, but it may approach this value. Additionally, density226

estimates of A-type granophyres and rhyolite intrusions are as high as 2400 kg m−3 (Lowen-227

stern et al., 1997).228

The Hubbard 25-1 Borehole (Figure 2b), drilled in 1983, provides constraints on229

the density and lithology of the country rock within the upper crust of the BRVF (Polun,230

2011). The well is located approximately 1.5 km south of China Hat and approximately231

1 km west of the edge of the southern negative gravity anomaly (Figure 5b). The com-232

pensated neutron lithodensity logs contain data that constrains the bulk density as a func-233

tion of depth within the borehole. The range of densities within the log spans from 2600−234

2800 kg m−3 with an average density over the entire 2 km section of 2700 kg m−3 (Fig-235

ure 6). The lithology within this well alternates between basalts, siltstones, and shales236

near the surface to interbedded limestones, sandstones, and shales at depth. The thick-237

ness of basalts in the uppermost part of the log is approximately 290 m including sco-238

ria layers, constraining the thickness of BRVF basalts. We were unable to determine from239

the logs if the deeper basalts ( 750 m and 1100 m) are extrusive or intrusive. Neverthe-240

less, we are confident that igneous rocks are present at these depth intervals.241

Given a mass deficit of −3.5×1013 kg, for density contrasts −800 to −400 kg m−3,242

the causative body has a volume range of 44−88 km3. This range of density contrasts243

is used in our gravity inversion models and our model results are compared with this range244

of volume estimates.245

6 Gravity modeling of regional and local anomalies246

Inverse modeling is used to deduce subsurface structure both for regional and lo-247

cal anomalies (Figures 5c and d). Our modeling approach first discretizes the subsur-248

face into a grid of vertical-sided rectangular prisms (i.e., the blue grids in Figures 5c and249

d). We assume a constant density contrast between all prisms and the surrounding bedrock,250

but the magnitude of this density contrast is solved during inverse modeling of the grav-251

ity data.252
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6.1 Inversion procedure253

Two inversion procedures are used, one to model the regional signal and one for254

the local anomalies. Regional inversion modeling assumes a single bottom depth for all255

prisms, while local inversion modeling uses unique top and bottom depths for each prism.256

Inputs to the inversion include a range for each adjustable parameter value (depth-to-257

bottom, depth-to-top, density contrast). Both inversions initialize multiple sets of initial258

parameter guesses, drawn from input ranges specified in a configuration file. The total259

number of parameter sets is one more than the total number of modifiable parameters.260

The local inversion model has 391 independent model parameters, resulting in the ini-261

tialization of 392 unique sets of randomized parameters; the regional inversion model has262

58 independent model parameters, resulting in the initialization of 59 unique sets of ran-263

domized parameters.264

The inversion process adjusts and tests these parameter combinations, using a cal-265

culated solution for the gravity due to a prism. The gbox solution for gravity (Blakely,266

1996), written in C for speed, is used as the forward model. The gravity anomaly asso-267

ciated with each prism is summed across the map area and then compared with observed268

gravity values interpolated on to a grid. Interpolated and gridded gravity values are used269

because of variability in the density of gravity measurements across the region and to270

speed calculations. The grid size for the inversion process is selected by experimenta-271

tion to minimize the number of model parameters and to best resolve the subsurface struc-272

ture. Modeling a large number of small prisms often results in an awkward prism solu-273

tion that requires additional smoothing, which does not necessarily improve the model274

(White et al., 2015). Our modeling attempts using a large number of small prisms cre-275

ated unrealistic bumps and rapid changes in prism thickness, resulting in an unrealis-276

tic model geometry given the relatively smooth variation in the observed gravity.277

The downhill-simplex optimization algorithm (Nelder & Mead, 1965; Press et al.,278

2007) is used to resolve and identify a best set of model parameters based on a goodness-279

of-fit test designed to minimize the residual error between the measured data and the280

calculated solution. We use the root-mean-squared error (RMSE) for this goodness-of-281

fit test. Typically, 100, 000 − 200, 000 forward solutions are calculated to find a best-282

fit model. Multiple simulations are completed by varying the random seed and prism bound-283

aries to fully explore the model parameter space and to identify local minima.284

6.2 Regional model285

The model of the regional gravity field (Figure 5c) is based on the interpretation286

that a thickening of Precambrian quartizites in the Meade thrust fault exists near the287

western edge of the BRVF (Dixon, 1982). The prism size used for the regional model is288

4×4 km, due to the more widely-spaced gravity data to the west of the BRVF. We model289

the regional data with a flat-bottomed geometry to more closely emulate the thicken-290

ing of quartzites on the west side of the BRVF. The modeled density contrast ranges from291

0 to 150 kg m−3 and the modeled depth range for the quartzite contact is 0.5−12 km.292

The model prisms extend slightly beyond the data boundaries to resolve edge effects and293

better constrain the gravity anomalies at the edges of the model area (Figure 5c).294

Figure 7 shows the geometry of the best-fit inversion model for the regional grav-295

ity data. The depth-to-bottom is 8.1 km; all models solved for a density contrast around296

150 kg m−3. The average depth-to-top on the western margin of the region is ∼ 2 km,297

which is in agreement with the range from Dixon (1982) for the depth to the Precambrian-298

Cambrian contact (between 1.5 and 3 km). The regional model shows that the quartzites299

are thickened by 6 km, on average, near the range on the western edge of the BRVF, and300

that the Precambrian-Cambrian contact sits at roughly ∼ 8 km depth in the area of the301

local anomalies of the CDF. The shallowest prisms in the model are in the southwest-302

ern region of the model where it reaches a depth of ∼ 650 m where the highest gravity303
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values are located (∼ 20 mGal). The regional model is not able to reproduce the high-304

est gravity values (> 18 mGal) without increasing the density contrast, but a higher den-305

sity contrast does not agree with known densities of quartzite. The model suggests that306

the regional step in the gravity field is related to the approximate eastern limit of the307

thickening quartzites in the Meade thrust sheet, but the story is likely more complex.308

6.3 Local model of the igneous intrusions309

Inversion models of the local CDF gravity anomalies (Figure 5d) are constructed310

using a wide range of potential density contrasts (−100 kg m−3 to −900 kg m−3). The311

minimum value for the depth-to-top parameter is 250 m, based on the approximate thick-312

ness of the basalt section (McCurry & Welhan, 2012). This lithologic and mechanical313

contrast is assumed to introduce a mechanical and compositional boundary that would314

limit the depth to the top of the intrusions (Kavanagh et al., 2006; Wetmore et al., 2009;315

Richardson et al., 2015). The maximum value for the depth-to-bottom parameter is con-316

strained to 2 km. Maximum prism depths deeper than 2 km tend to produce anomalies317

of longer wavelength than the observed anomaly.318

All best-fit models show two compact bodies in the shallow (< 1 km) subsurface319

that thin toward their margins, giving them a laccolithic geometry (Roman-Berdiel et320

al., 1995); the 2 laccolith-shaped bodies have thin or absent prisms between them. Best-321

fit models show more variation in the prisms’ depth to the top while the prisms’ depth322

to the bottom are relatively constant. The best-fit models all have a thick prism (depth-323

to-top ∼ 250 m, depth-to-bottom ∼ 1050 m) located adjacent to China Hat dome. Com-324

parisons of modeled values with the observed gravity show low and unbiased model resid-325

uals (RMSE ≤ 1 mGal). Many prisms < 100 m thick are poorly constrained by the in-326

versions. Model results indicate that at the location of the Hubbard 25-1 borehole, where327

layers of basalt are identified in the log at depths of 750 m and 1150 m (Figure 6), model328

prisms are absent or very thin (≤ 100 m).329

The preferred model (Figures 8a and 8b) has a density contrast of −600 kg m−3 and330

a total volume of 63 km3. This volume is consistent with the range of volumes found from331

the excess mass calculation. The southern body has an elliptical shape with long axis332

∼ 9 km and short axis ∼ 6 km, an average thickness of 230 m and a volume of 26 km3.333

The northern body also has an elliptical shape with long axis ∼ 10 km and short axis334

axis ∼ 5.5 km, an average thickness of 320 m and a volume of 37 km3. Both bodies have335

an average depth to center of ∼ 750 m. For comparison, another best-fit model with a336

density contrast of −750 kg m−3, yields 2 model bodies with an average depth to cen-337

ter of 920 m, an average prism thickness of 400 m, and a maximum prism thickness of338

770 m. This model has a total volume of 55 km3, again agreeing with the excess mass339

calculation.340

As in all gravity models, there is parameter compensation in the tradeoff between341

density contrast and volume. For example, increasing the density contrast can result in342

thinner prisms on average, and conversely, decreasing the density contrast can result in343

thicker prisms. We tested and compiled best-fit models by imposing limits on the den-344

sity contrast to evaluate the tradeoff between volume and density contrast of the model345

space. Some of these model results did not have low RMSE. Larger density contrast re-346

sults in a deeper average depth of the body, but all are relatively shallow (average depth347

≤ 1 km).348

Figure 9 shows the solutions for 17 simulations, each testing 100, 000 − 200, 000349

parameter combinations. This plot illustrates the tradeoff between density contrast and350

volume (Blakely, 1994). Solutions have density contrasts between −800 and −400 kg m−3
351

and agree with: (i) lithology observed in the Hubbard 25-1 borehole, (ii) dome density352

determined from China Cap hand samples and Parasnis/Nettleton density analyses (Net-353

tleton, 1939; Parasnis, 1952), and (iii) volume estimates from mass deficit. A range of354
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reasonable solutions with nearly identical RMSE occur between density contrasts of −600355

to −350 kg m−3. These solutions give a range of volume estimates from ∼ 60 to ∼ 120 km3.356

The minimum volume of the anomalous mass is ∼ 50 km3 with a maximum density con-357

trast of approximately −800 kg m−3. Conservatively, the range of total intrusion volume358

is 50 − 120 km3.359

7 Discussion360

7.1 Modeling the gravity anomalies as shallow intrusions361

The new gravity data, combined with previous surveys, identifies two large neg-362

ative anomalies. The addition of marine gravity data constrains the western margin of363

the northern gravity anomaly, which resides largely under the Blackfoot Reservoir. These364

data suggest that the large negative gravity anomalies within the CDF are due to high-365

level silicic intrusions rather than due to a sedimentary basin, as inferred by Mabey &366

Oriel (1970). If the anomalies were produced by sediments, the basin would be thick-367

est toward the center and the anomaly would have low gravity gradient near its center368

(Gimenez et al., 2009). Instead, the anomalies show short-wavelength variation where369

they have the largest negative values. These short-wavelength anomalies indicate that370

the causative body is actually closer to the surface near the centers of the gravity anoma-371

lies. We tested the sedimentary basin model and found poor fits (high RMSE) to the ob-372

served gravity data, especially in the center regions of the isolated negative gravity anoma-373

lies where the amplitude of the anomalies is high. It is particularly difficult to model basin374

geometries that create a narrow divide between the two isolated depocenters.375

Another key observation is from the Hubbard 25-1 exploration log (Polun, 2011).376

Anhydrites and siltstones in the upper 700 m suggests that the area of the CDF was sub-377

merged and gradually infilled by sediments eroded from the adjacent ranges. However,378

this section is relatively thin (∼ 400 m) and has a small density contrast indicating that379

it is unlikely the negative gravity anomalies are related to a sedimentary basin.380

There is an absence of clear basin-bounding normal faults on the eastern and west-381

ern margins of the BRVF, which supports the idea that a sedimentary basin is not the382

causative body for these gravity anomalies. The west margin of the modeled intrusion383

coincides with a west dipping fault with the largest vertical offset (50 m) observed in the384

BRVF (Figures 10a − c). This sense of offset is concurrent with deformation during the385

emplacement of shallow intrusions (Acocella, 2000; Acocella et al., 2002; Castro et al.,386

2016). We note that the sense of offset is opposite of that which would be expected if387

the fault bounded a sedimentary basin. Overall, the map pattern of faults in the BRVF388

wraps around the two gravity anomalies, especially on the west side of the reservoir and389

the fault pattern is consistent with deformation associated with a large intrusion. There390

are plenty of basins in the region, Gem Valley for example, but all are elongate paral-391

lel to basin-bounding faults and none of them exhibit this pattern of faulting.392

Shallow intrusion of tabular silicic bodies favors laccolith geometries (Alexander,393

1998), consistent with the geometries deduced from the gravity models. Based on the394

gravity model (Figure 8a and b) with density contrast of −600 kg m−3, the N intrusion395

has volume 37 km3 and the S intrusion has volume 26 km3.396

Both gravity anomalies, and by inference the laccoliths, are slightly elongate NW,397

perpendicular to the NE (approximately 35◦) alignment of silicic domes (Figure 5d). This398

geometry is consistent with the high-level laccolith intrusion model proposed by Vigner-399

esse et al. (1999). In the absence of substantial volume of intrusion, the unperturbed stress400

state in the region is extensional, with σ1 vertical and equal to lithostatic pressure in mag-401

nitude. A fracture or dike will propagate vertically and perpendicular to the least prin-402

ciple compressive stress, σ3. From the vent alignment we infer that σ3 is oriented ap-403

proximately 125◦. As the intrusion shallows, the magma pressure exceeds the lithostatic404
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pressure causing a stress rotation, with σ3 becoming vertical, resulting in horizontal in-405

trusion. σ2 becomes oriented approximately 125◦ and σ1 approximately 35◦, allowing406

the intrusion to grow faster in a NW-SE direction, perpendicular to the trend of the vent407

alignment.408

The two anomalies may indicate silicic intrusions occurred at two different times,409

as indicated by the differing ages of BRVF silicic domes. The CDF alignment erupted410

approximately 58 ka and the Sheep Island dome, forming an island on the west side of411

the reservoir, erupted approximately 1.5 Ma (McCurry & Welhan, 2012). This difference412

in dome ages is consistent with at least two episodes of intrusion. Observations of recent413

high-level silicic intrusions and eruptions indicate that activity frequently involves a com-414

plex series of events (Shaffer et al., 2010; Jay et al., 2014; Castro et al., 2016; Miller et415

al., 2017). If the intrusions in the BRVF formed coeval with the effusion of the domes,416

similar to the high-level intrusion at Cordón Caulle (Castro et al., 2016), then it is likely417

that the northern intrusion was emplaced, in a separate event, prior to the southern in-418

trusion.419

7.2 Emplacement related deformation420

The coincidence of the edges of the negative gravity anomaly with dramatic, if rel-421

atively small displacement, faults points to important volcanotectonic interaction dur-422

ing intrusion and silicic dome eruptions (Bursik & Sieh, 1989; Bursik et al., 2003). The423

faults in the BRVF extend from just north of the town of Soda Springs through the Black-424

foot Reservoir, only cutting through bedrock at the surface near the southern end of Pel-425

ican Ridge (Figure 2a). While Polun (2011) placed the eastern limit of the rift zone at426

the discontinuous Hole in the Rock-China Hat fault, we believe, based on topographic427

data available through the Idaho LiDAR Consortium (Figures 10a − c), that the east-428

ern margin of the rift is an unnamed fault located along the western slopes of the Fox429

Hills extending north to the east of the Blackfoot Reservoir (Figure 2). The maximum430

E-W width of the faulting in the BRVF, at the latitude of China Hat, is ∼ 10.7 km. The431

faults in the BRVF are primarily NNW to NNE-trending and exhibit both east and west432

dips.433

The western portion of the fault system in the BRVF includes a prominent nested434

graben trending N to NNW with the most topographically well-defined portion located435

just west of the rhyolite domes (Figure 10b). The graben is bounded on the west by the436

east-dipping Government Road Fault, which has a prominent scarp that is as much as437

50 m high. The Government Road Fault is flanked on its west in its central portion by438

two additional east-dipping faults with scarps as large as 15 m (Figures 2 and 10). The439

eastern side of the graben is defined by the west-dipping Hole in the Rock and China Hat440

faults, which appear to be separated by a small left step just north of the China Hat dome441

(Figures 2 and 10). The graben appears to be floored by a loess-covered surface that is442

composed of the lavas from several basaltic vents including Red Mountain. The surface443

steps down >100 m from west to east across a series of east and west-dipping faults cre-444

ating narrow (∼ 50−150 m) full and half grabens separated by relatively broad (∼ 250−445

750 m) horsts. Throughout the broader graben the surface is typically flat or dipping slightly446

(<3◦) east, a slope that appears to have been, at least in part, present before the youngest447

phase of faulting based on profiles outside the graben to the north and south.448

Polun (2011) estimated horizontal extension across the graben from fault displace-449

ment and dip. These estimates suggest that the portion of the horst and graben system450

most proximal to the CDF has the largest magnitude of horizontal extension ranging be-451

tween 75 and 200 m, depending on the fault dips. The total extension is taken to be a452

minimum because the estimates did not include all of the faults on the eastern extent453

of the fault system. The estimates based on minimum extension (i.e., fault dip of 70◦)454

indicate increases from single digits to > 50 m over a distance of 4−5 km on either side455
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of the CDF. Based on these data, it appears that extension in the BRVF is greatest ad-456

jacent to the gravity anomalies and silicic domes, consistent with faulting during emplace-457

ment and/or draining of the laccolith.458

A set of ENE-trending faults are only found directly overlying the intrusions, es-459

pecially SW of China Hat dome. These faults appear to be unrelated to the normal tec-460

tonic setting of the BRVF. Instead, these faults may have formed during uplift and pos-461

sibly deflation associated with the intrusions, perhaps associated with the extrusion of462

magma at the nearby domes (Figures 5d). This ENE-trending fault set is far less pro-463

nounced than the other faults in the BRVF (Figure 2b). The average throw across faults464

in this set is 1−2 m with a maximum of ∼ 10 m. Most of the faults are north dipping465

with the exception of one in the northern third of the set and the three southern-most466

faults.467

Acocella & Funiciello (1999) show that roof lifting associated with the emplace-468

ment of a laccolith is viable in producing significant uplift over the intrusion as well as469

faulting at the margins of the intrusion. We suggest that the pattern of diffuse faulting470

at the surface is associated with the emplacement of the modeled laccolith and drain-471

ing of the shallow magmatic system in the extrusion of the CDF rhyolite domes. The472

highly faulted graben on the west end of the CDF has the greatest extension and lies on473

the margin of the modeled intrusion geometry. This shows a spatial correlation with the474

margins of the intrusion and the greatest structurally accommodated extension (Spinks475

et al., 2005). The amount of horizontal extension that is accommodated is at minimum476

∼ 75 − 200 m in the CDF.477

Castro et al. (2016) has shown that shallow (20− 200 m), rapid intrusion of lac-478

coliths can produce large uplift (> 200 m) and deformation at the margins of intrusion.479

In the BRVF, we observe the highest magnitude of faulting near the CDF and gravity480

anomalies with waning surface deformation north and south of the gravity anomalies.481

Our model suggests that a shallow silicic intrusion of order tens of cubic kilometers was482

emplaced and dramatically uplifted the BRVF and generated ancillary networks of faults483

similar to the Cordón Caulle (Castro et al., 2016).484

In a more regional context, the BRVF is situated in a complex tectonic setting that485

may influence the locations of these intrusions. The regional gravity anomaly and model486

are explained by thickening of a dense quartzite by thrust faulting. Such regional den-487

sity contrasts in the crust are interpreted to influence magma ascent elsewhere (Deng488

et al., 2017), possibly explained by changes in stress trajectories associated with the dif-489

ferential loads caused by these broad lithologic variations (Connor et al., 2000; Rivalta490

et al., 2019).491

7.3 Implications for volcanic hazards492

The multiple vents of varying ages, the two gravity anomalies and the spatial as-493

sociation with the basaltic volcanic field all indicate that the possibility of future intru-494

sions and dome eruptions should be assessed and that the BRVF deserves monitoring495

(Ewert et al., 2005). Potential for future silicic eruptions in dominantly basaltic volcanic496

fields changes the way volcanic hazards need to be estimated (Duffield et al., 1980; Ba-497

con et al., 1980; Jónasson, 2007; Riggs et al., 2019; Kósik et al., 2020). In the BRVF, late498

Pleistocene silicic domes provide dramatic evidence of silicic eruptions, with an episode499

forming what is now Sheep Island approximately 1.5 Ma, and an episode forming domes500

and tuff rings in the CDF approximately 0.06 Ma. The CDF events preserve evidence501

of explosive volcanism, but are comparable or smaller in volume than nearby and more502

abundant basaltic eruptions. The interpretation of two gravity anomalies as being caused503

by large-volume and shallow silicic intrusions changes the hazard, since it indicates these504

eruptive episodes could have evolved into much larger magnitude and intense eruptions505

with widespread effects. Even as intrusions, deformation appears to be associated with506
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the emplacement of these shallow bodies, and is of much larger amplitude than identi-507

fied in most basaltic volcanic fields.508

These intrusions and their associated silicic eruptive vents are widespread. Other509

examples include large-volume exogeneous and endogeous silicic domes erupted on the510

Eastern Snake River Plain, the Buckskin Dome and Ferry Butte south of the town of Black-511

foot and Yandell Mountain southeast of Blackfoot (Figure 1). The CDF domes and tuff512

rings are small-volume compared to these features (0.46 km3), but the approximately 63513

km3 of the BRVF intrusions is large compared to these other features. From our pre-514

ferred model the intrusive to extrusive ratio for silicic volcanism is 136:1, but recogniz-515

ing the range of reasonable volumes from the tradeoff curve (Figure 9) gives an intru-516

sive to extrusive ratio can be between 109:1 and 261:1. While the modeled intrusions are517

high-volume compared with the mapped eruptive products, we note they are less than518

one-tenth the volume of the largest caldera eruptions and their intrusive magmas (Gregg519

et al., 2012; Takarada & Hoshizumi, 2020). Hazards associated with distributed volcan-520

ism in this part of the western U.S. and in comparable regions requires silicic volcanism521

to be included and assessed, in addition to basaltic volcanic hazards.522

8 Conclusions523

1. A new gravity survey of the BRVF reveals two negative gravity anomalies un-524

derlying and adjacent to late Pleistocene silicic domes and tuff rings. These anomalies,525

after detrending, have amplitudes up to -16 mgal and ellipsoidal shape, elongated NW.526

2. The anomalies are modeled as two shallow silicic intrusions, with depth to a nearly527

flat bottom of 1 km and thickness increasing toward their centers. They are inferred to528

be silicic laccoliths based on their shapes and the compositions of nearby domes and tuff529

rings. Given the uncertainty in density of the intrusions, their combined volume is es-530

timated to be in the range of ∼ 50 − 120 km3. Calculated using density contrast of -531

600 kg m−3, the northern intrusion has volume 37 km3 and the southern intrusion has532

volume 26 km3.533

3. Significant deformation appears to have accompanied the emplacement of these534

intrusions. NNW-trending fault sets bound the intrusions, with the largest displacement535

(50 m) observed on any faults in the BRVF immediately adjacent to the southern intru-536

sion. The gravity anomalies are overlain by ENE-trending faults, which may have formed537

during emplacement and possibly deflation. It is possible that the ascending magma ex-538

ploited faults in the BRVF and their ascent was influenced by crustal scale structures539

associated with thrust faults.540

4. At least one and likely two episodes of large-volume and shallow laccolith for-541

mation has occurred in the bimodal BRVF. Had these magmas not stalled in the shal-542

lowest crust, they would have produced very large magnitude (e.g., VEI 5 or larger) erup-543

tions that would have affected broad areas. We suggest identification and quantification544

of shallow intrusions may help better quantify volcanic hazards in bimodal volcanic fields.545

Given the tradeoff between density contrast and volume, the intrusive to extrusive vol-546

ume ratio for silicic volcanism can range between 109:1 and 261:1.547
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9 Figures782

Figure 1. The Blackfoot Reservoir volcanic field (BRVF) is situated roughly 50−60 km south-

east of the Eastern Snake River Plain (ESRP), adjacent to Gem Valley and Montpelier Basin.

The BRVF (blue box) is approximately 50 × 25 km and includes the town of Soda Springs, ID

(blue star), and the Blackfoot Reservoir (light blue, SE−NW-trending water body inside darker

blue box). All bodies of water are light blue; rhyolitic domes are bright red. The source for the

DEM is 3 arc second SRTM data (reference ?).
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Figure 2. The a) BRVF and b) Central Dome Field (CDF) lie within UTM Zone 12T. The

CDF comprises the three rhyolitic domes on the south end of the Blackfoot Reservoir (China

Hat, China Cap, and North Cone). The E−W extent of faulting in the BRVF is defined by

Government Road Fault to the west and the Eastern Fault Network, labeled on (b). Faults are

represented by black lines with throw markers indicating the sense of offset on N−NNW trending

faults. ENE trending faults, southeast of the China Hat dome, do not have throw markers be-

cause their offset is subdued compared to the N−NNW faults. The Burchett Lake and Gronewell

Lake tuff rings location between the China Cap and North Cone domes (bright red patches) pro-

vide evidence of previous phreatomagmatic eruptions within the BRVF. The Meade and Paris

thrust faults define the approximate edge of the Idaho-Wyoming Thrust Belt remnant from the

Sevier Orogeny (Armstrong & Oriel, 1965). The Hubbard 25-1 borehole is represented by the

green star and an interpreted lithology log and density profile of the borehole can be seen in

Figure 6. Red triangles show basaltic vents.
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Figure 3. Geologic map of the BRVF, modified from Oriel & Platt (1980), shows that the

Quaternary basalts cover the valley floor and flowed towards the town of Soda Springs to the

south and Gem Valley to the southwest. The faults in the BRVF show a distinctly different

trend/orientation relative to the bedrock faults in the adjacent ranges.
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Figure 4. Terrain-corrected Bouguer gravity anomaly from the region surrounding the BRVF,

SE Idaho. This map is contoured using older USGS data and our new terrestrial and marine

gravity data. The more negative basin anomalies of Gem Valley (west of the BRVF) and Montpe-

lier Basin (south of the BRVF) are evident.
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Figure 5. Gravity maps overlain on a 10 m hillshade DEM (USGS), with faults, domes, and

vents. Normal faults are marked by black lines with throw markers; ENE trending faults south-

east of the rhyolitic domes (red patches) are black lines without throw markers. Basaltic vents

are red triangles. The Hubbard 25-1 borehole (green star, Figure 6) is located just south of China

Hat dome. The map region is constrained to the data bounds used for the inversions. (a) loca-

tions of gravity data colored by terrain-corrected Bouguer anomaly value, b) terrain-corrected

Bouguer gravity, c) regional and d) local gravity anomalies. Blue grid lines show the prisms

boundaries used in the respective inversions. Prisms for the regional model (c) are 4 × 4 km and

extend slightly past the data bounds to minimize edge effects; prisms for the local model (d) are

2 × 2 km. –22–
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Figure 6. Lithology and density profiles are interpreted from the Hubbard 25-1 borehole data,

located about 1 km S of China Hat dome, on the hanging wall W of the normal fault with large

throw (about 50 m) and bounds the modeled intrusion (green star in Figure 2). The average

host rock density through the upper 2.5 km in the BRVF is 2700 kg m−3, and adds to the density

contrast causing the negative CDF gravity anomalies.
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Figure 7. The top perspective image depicts the CDF over the extent of the prisms for the

inversion of the regional anomaly. The centers of the prisms are represented by circles that are

colored and contoured by the depth to the tops of the prisms. The bottom depth of this model

is uniform at 8.1 km and the model density contrast is 150 kg m−3. The bottom plot is a 3D per-

spective mesh of the tops of the prisms and is colored by depth-to-top. This model shows that a

thickening of high density quartzites is a possible cause of the regional anomaly.
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Figure 8. Inversion of the gravity data creates a subsurface geometry consistent with silicic

intrusions. The modeled density contrast is −600 kg m−3; the deepest prism extends to a depth

of 1.2 km. Thickness contours of the modeled prism geometry (a) are plotted over a 10-m hill-

shade DEM with faults, vents, and domes superimposed. Model prisms with thickness >100 m,

are outlined with blue squares that underlay the thickness contours. A 3D perspective of the

prism geometry with 5 times vertical exaggeration (b) illustrates the separation between the two

distinct bodies modeled by the inversion. Basaltic vents and rhyolitic domes are represented by

red and black triangles respectively; faults are marked by black lines with fault throws; location

of the Hubbard 25-1 borehole, detailed in Figure 6, is depicted by a green star (a) and green

cylinder (b).
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Figure 9. The trade-off between density contrast and volume is illustrated using 17 different

inversions. Each circle represents an inversion result; the size/color of the circle corresponds to

the goodness-of-fit (RMSE) of the inversion. Inversion results give a minimum intrusion volume

of ∼ 50 km3 with a maximum density contrast of approximately −800 kg m−3. A range of reason-

able solutions between −600 and −350 kg m−3 that have respective volumes between ∼ 60 and

∼ 120 km3 is identified by the blue box.
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Figure 10. A 1-m LiDAR hillshade of the CDF, illuminated from the SW (a), reveals fault

scarps on the western side of the CDF. Profile AA′ (b) shows a localized region of faulting from

1 km to 5 km distance. The profile illuminates many horsts and grabens, bumps on the pro-

file line, across this short distance that are absent in the BB′ profile. The Eastern Fault Net-

work can be seen clearly in the LiDAR and shows that the faulting continues to the east of the

domes. Profile BB′ (c) shows that the continuation of the localized faulting from the AA′ pro-

file terminates to the south. It also illuminates the magnitude of offset on the China Hat Fault

(∼ 45−50 m) which bounds the western margin of the modeled intrusion (Figure 8). Both profiles

have 25× vertical exaggeration.
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